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SOCIOLOGICAL JURISPRUDENCE: ROSCOE POUND AND JULIUS STONE

One of the many links between Australian and New Zealand lawyers is our

sh~red claim t? part of the career of one of the most important writers in 20th century

corn_ffioillaw jurisprUdence: Professor Julius Stone. Stone was born in England in 1907. He

was 'educated at the Universities of OXford, Leeds and Harvard. He was a scholarship boy

-and whether for that reason, suggested anti-semitism or other reasons, the fact is that in

1938 'he repaired to the Antipodes, accepting Bp'pointment as Dean of the Auckland Law

Scho.ol. He held this post until 1942 when he was appointed Challis Professor of

International Law and J~risprudence in the University of Sydney. He he~d that post until

1972. ,Like Lord Denning, he manifests all the Judeo-Christian virtues save retirement. He

was- appointed Visiting Professor of Law of the University of New South Wales, a post he

still holds. His output of scholarly writings on jurisprUdence and sociology have not

abated~ In -this very month, the Law, Quarterly Review will pUblish _his rebuttal of the

iml?ortant piece by Professor P.S. Atiyah, 'From Principles to Pragmatism'.! It is

exactly a month since the University of Sydney, to whom he devoted the great part of his

[>rofessional life, honoured him with a Doctor's Degree honoris causa. It was in New

Zealand that he was first appoinfed to a Chair of Law~ He taught me and many of the

lawyers who now hold positions of influence in the law and public life of Australia.

Stone was in turn pro'foundly influenced by Dean Roscoe Pound of the Harvard

Law School, under wh~m Stone had taken his S.J.D. and with whom he taught between

1933 and 1936. Pound's influence on Stone was profound and was handsomely acknowledged.

Through Stone, Pound's practic'al-and realistic approach to jurisprudence - an approach

entirely compatible with the,spirit of the common law of England - found acceptance

amc:mgst young lawyers of Australia and New Zealand in the 1940s, 19505, 19605 and

beyond. It is only today that the full impact of Stone's jurisprUdential writings upon

lawyers in this part of the world is coming to full flower.
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Roscoe Pound's earnest concern was to turn a thorough und.crstanding of the

science of the law to practical account. He expressed this concern in a book review of.

Stone1s effort to survey the field of modern jurisprudence, The Province and Function of

~.2 In his book review, Pound expounded his -practical approach to jurisprudence:

I have al-ways d0ubted whether the science of law can wait for ... ultimate

theoretical' problems to be settled, in the meantime holding upits practical task

of finding how to adjust relations and order conduct in view of the conflicts arid

overlappings of interests presented to it in controversies demanding speedy

s~ttlement,.3

In 1912 in the Harvard Law Review, Pound had listed a number of practical objectives for a

sociological jurisprud~nce in common law countries.4 When in 1946 Stone }'Irote

Province, he asserted that these objectives remained lurgent and, regrettably, for the

most part, unexecuted,.5

Today, nearly 70 years on, Pound's objectives still remain fresh and relevant for

us in Australia and New Zealand. Among them was the call for a stUdy of the actual social

effects of legal institutions, legal precepts and legal doctrines of the 1law in action' as

distinct from, the 'law in the books1• .In Pound's view"s9ciological study was an essential

preliminary step to the preparation of sound lawmaking. In 1946 Stone explained this

approach to lawmaking in terms that are still apt:

1A mere guess of politicians combined with the skills of a legal draftsman, was

not an adequate basis of .law reform, nor was a mere armchair analytical legal

stUdy of existing Qr alternative rules. The kind of .preliminary exploration· of

social .facts made by Departmental .Committees and "Royal Commissions in

British countries on special occasions ought in ttlis view to be a regular part of

the legislative- process,.6

Among POillld's objectives, two are of the. greatest importance for my present purposes.

These call for the establishment of a government department with functions and expert

personnel, adequate to take a full share in the programme of law improvement and for a

juri~dic study of the more effective achievement of the identified processes of law. Stone

explained that the proposal:

'was related in. particular to the need for adequate social inquiries prior to

legislation, and to the evil effects of one-sided lobbying in the absence of such

machinery. It would provide not only a body of experts for long-range

investigation, but a clearing house for day-to-day grievances concerning the

actual operation of law, and for proposals for its irnprovement,.7
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Between 1964 and 1966 Julius Stone pUblished the successor volumes to

Province•.Jn Social Dimensions of Law and Justice8, he expanded the notion of routine

'ministering. to justice' into a chapter which addressed the way in which, institutionally, a

re'donciliation of the' law and the perceive~ needs of justice could be secured. Various

efforts "had ~een made in England to this end. Bacon, for example, had urged at the end of

the 16th century the appointment of six commissioners, whose duties it would be to

,irivestigate obsolete and contradictory laws and to report regularly to Parliament. In the

middi~ of the 19th century, a series of Common Law Commissioners, Real Pr.operty

Commissioners and Ecclesiastical Court Commissioners developed reports to codify and

simplifY' .great areas of the English law.9 We in Australia and New Zealand·'have

tnhe-rited the post-Benthamite efforts at codification wh~ch marked the later period of t,he

'l9th-.century. Part-time law reform bodies were established in earnest during the 20th

ce'~tufy. In. Britain, Australia and New Zealand, some of these are still functioning.l°

Howe.vert by,the mid 19605, following the'elevation'of Lord Chancellor Gardiner, we saw

the- .~evelopment of new instttutions, full-time law reform 'bodies with tasks 'for the

comprehensive overhaul of the legal system. Although New Zealand has adhered to

part-tir.ne committees, most other countries of the Commonwealth of Nations, and most

jUrisdictions in f~deral· countries such as AustrBlia and Canada, now have permanent

full-ti~e law reforming agencies.

In 1966, in Social Dimensions, Julius Stone tUrned, with new urgency, to the

need for the provision ~f permanent institutions which could minister to law and justice,

but in a way sensitive to community perceptions of justice:

'The functions demanding fulfilment have, if anything, become clearer as the

unsolved problems of .the past are compounded with emergent new problems.

Adequate organisation and personnell!-re necessary to keep under review, on its

professional, judicial and administrative sides, the working of the legal order

towar~ community-approved ends; to conduct adequate research prior to

legislative action, .n to build up expertise for these tasks and also for more

long-range continuing investigations; and to provide a clearing house for

day-to-day grievances of the citizen affecting the actual operation of law,

·which may in turn reveal' defects calling for refor~l.ll

Stone referred to the problem of the growing bulk of the law. He allo~ed the possible use

of public opinion polls to discern grievances and citizen. perceptions of justice. l2 He

accurately predicted the spread of the Ombudsman idea, after its acceptance in New

Zealand.13 He emphasised again the need for a regular, routine and less ad hoc

approach to the tasks of law reform:
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'A different kind of 'o~gan, the full-time standing law revision commission, h~

sometimes been charged with continuing overhaul of legisl~tive output,. not

.necessarily limited to pruning and consolidation. The New York Commission has

8. most notable record. That such tasks 'can no longer be left, as formerly, to

~ecular (or even millennia!) purges seems clear enoughl .I4

But he then noted the importance of expanding law reform agencies by ref.erence to the

tenets of the realistic and sociological jurisprUdence which was his "hallmark:

fA variety of Law Revision or L~w Reform Committees in British countries has

been charged with making recommendations as to changes in the law on

particular matters. Consisting of -JUdges, . practitioners and an occasional

academic lawyer, such committees, though in a sens~ 'standing bodies for l~w

reform, remain essentially part-time 'and ad hoc in their efforts; and only legal

iIi expertise. The notable series of legal amendments which they have promoted

has been on matters which mainly trouble the lawyers "Or which lawvers think

worry businessmen, making less impact on general problems of law reform".

FlUlctionally, indeed; there may be a real distinction between legal deficiencies

in the former sense, and social deficiencies of law -which are of more general

.(sometimes called 'political') concerns,.15

~/
In short, Stone's vision for institutional law refqrm in common law countries, as written in

1966, has proved most percipient. He concedes it as an -institution Which, together with the

Ombudsmen, would receive complaints about perceived unfairness and injustice in the,
operation of curren,t laws and practices. It would ge:neralise those complaints to achieve

directions for reform and improvement. It would, however, sear,ch {or ir.nprovemetlt by the

light shed not simply by a study of the verbal analyses of ethics and the law. It would also

search out facts concerning the current operation of the 1.8w 'in action' and it would do so

with the benefit of statistical, economic -and other knowledge gleaned from the social

sciences. It would seek to be released from· the perceptions and priorities fixed by lawyers

alone, not contented by a study only of the 'law in the books' but determined also to find

out about "the law· in action,•16 In essence, this is the principal rationale for taking law
reform proposals out to the people. It is necessary to do so because the law is the people's

business. It is .neither appropriate nor safe to leave the reform of the law containing the

slightest scintilla of policy to lawyers only. Pockets of 'last-ditch resistance' to the

'invasion of extra-legal concerns' are listed by Stone'! 7 .But 'even in British countries',
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-'~::~-he asserted, 'we have at least passed well beyond the stage when the concern of lawyers

W.fIs"':~Oa~ purposes and social effects were largely dismissed as !ftoo allusivell1.!8 Above

ill,,:.~~o!1e_preached ~ouncfs doctrine that law reform, if it was to last, would need to be

'gr'oriri;d~~ -~ot merely in the -rumination of a body of 'experts1, and moreover of legal

~XP~~~, (:miy~ hut in the activities of i~stitutions alive to the need for adequate social

. inq~ir~'~s flS the basis for determining, in the first place, what, if anything, was the

. ~robi.~'r~, 'and, in the ~econd place, what, if anything, could be done worthy of the nam'e

'refci-~~',.

This conception of institutional law reform has profouncDy affected the

direction of law reforming agencies in Australia, [)articularly, at a federal level, in the

Aus't'ralian Law Reform Commission. It must be admitted that the Australian model

differs'in significant res[)ects from institutional developments elsewhere, including in New

Z,ealM,d. For good or ill, the impact of Stone's jurisprudential teaching an~ the message of

Pound'i;> common law sociological jurisprUdence, must be cited as an important reason why

law reform in Australia has taken its particular course.

THE SOCIOLOGY OF MODERN LAW REFORM

There is no doubt that the establishment of permanent law reforming agencies

in most of the jurisdictions of the Commonwealth of Nations represents a remarkable

dev~fopment. The establishment of the permanent New South Wales Law Reform

Commission in 1965 was followed by the creation of permanent law reforming agencies in

Qtie~~sland in 196819, in South Australia in the same year20, in the Australian Capital'

T'~ritory in 197121 , in" Western Australia in 197222, in Victoria ~n 197323, in

T~~ania in 197424 and in the' Northern Ter~itory of Australia in 197(?25 The

Commonwealth Act to establish a federal law reform commission was approved by the

Australian Parliament in 1973, although the first members of. the Australian Law Reform

Commission were not appointed until 1975.

TJ1e developments in Australia and Britain had been reflected by similar

developments in all parts of the Commonwealth o.f Nations. jLaw commissions have been

created in most jurisdictions of Canada, in India and Sri Lanka, in the islands of the West

~ndies, in Papua New Guinea, Fiji and Tonga, a.nd throughout the continent of ,Africa. In

part, this explosion of law reform ,may reflect nothing more t~an the pursuit of the

fashionable. In part it.may even follow realisation by some ~oliticians that difficult issues

can occasionally be defused for a time by the ready availability of a permanent law

reform institution. In part, 'it may represent political tokenism: the creation of a small

ill-funded, under-staffed body almost as a placebo for citizen complaints about defects in

the law's rules and procedures.26
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Another: interpreta~ion of the lbooming industry,27 of law reform institutions

is that lawmakers recognised the proliferation in number and complexity of the problems

of adjusting the law to a tif'ge ·of rapid ~hange. Coinciding with this realisation is an

appreciation of the incompetence or unwillingness of present lawmaking institutions (the

Parliament, the' Executive Government ·and the courts) adequately to meet the needs of

legal modernisation and revision. The permanent law reform agencies have been cre'ated

'to fill the resultant institutional vacuum.28 This is not the occasion to review the

failure of the other institutions: ~the distraction of Parliament and the Executive by a

Icontinuous and elemen~ary election c,ampaign'29 and the inability or disinclination of

jUdges to adapt the forensic medium to the needs for radical legal change and

modernisation. It is sufficient to note that 'Parliament and the Executive Government,

unaided, are not attending to the many needs for law reform. Moreover,a series of

deciSIons of the High Court of Australia, especially during the' past two years, has

underlined the view of the majority that the courts, at least in Australia, are nat well

adapted, nor the "judges necessarily the right personS, to effect comprehensive legal

reforms. Similar considerations doubtless exist in New Zealand courts:"

'[T] here are more powerful reaSons why the Court should be reluctant to engage

in [moulding the common law to meet new conditions and circumstances]. The

Court is neither a legislature nor a law reform agency. Its responsibility is to

decide cases by applying the law to the facts as found. The Court1s facilities,

techniques and' proced'ures are adapted to that responsibility; they are not

adapted to legislative functions- or to law reform activities. The Court does not

and' cannot carry out investigations or inquiries with a view to ascertaining

whether particular common law rules are -working well, whether they are

adjusted to the needs of the community, and wh~ther they command popular

Bssent. M,or Can the Court caI1 for and examine submissions from groups and

individuals who may be vitally interested in th~ -making of changes to the law.

In short, the Court cannot, and does not, engage in the wide-ranging inquiries

and assessments that are made by governments and law reform agencies as

desirable, if not esSential, preliminaries to the enactment of legislation by an

elected legislature. These considerations must deter a Court from departing too
readily from a settled rule of the common law and by replacing it with a neW

rulel
•
30
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-ih'~~-~~ordsof Mr. Justice Mason, himself a graduate of Julius Stone's instruction, reflect

:"~~io~-ei~;~ew that law .reform, and indeed, so far as possi1;>le, legislation generally, should

i-;g~-:b~~d upon thorough investigations, a consideration of citizen and other complaints and

,-;\i:vfid~ti;n~ng' 'inquiries directed to the' current and proposed operation of the law. They

'ed~~'·'~eflect, and indeed it is later spelt out in terms, Stone's 'open eyed' recognition of the

'judf~~i~:~Ole'in' law making.31 The fact remains that in this case, as in other Australian

-c~~J~;;-\he"High Court of Australia has asserted the limited flUlction of the Court in

-'.- d~~etrikl~{g new rules, even of the common law, in the face of well-established

~~;h%;ity)2

- The 'wide-ranging inquiries and asSessments' to which Mr. Justice Mason

t:ef~rred in the passage just cited have become the hallmark of law reform technique as it

h~-h~~n developed in Australia. Certainly from the outset of its w~rk, the Australian Law

ft'~f6~~'-commission has sought to broaden the procedures of consultation traditionally

'~d'~~led'C;-bY'committeesof inquiry in Britain, Australia and New Zealand. Its efforts have

~'~~>·t;kEm it well beyond the 'working paper' 'as it was develope(l by the English, Law'

f.o.~iri·ission.33 Working papers of most law reform bodies are clearly aimed largely at a

iegE4,' "audience. In their availability, mode of express, language and approach, they are

usuany addressed to lawyers and are not very effective ways of communicating with the

~Ubliuat large.34

l
"Lord Bearman, the first Chairman of the English Law Commission, described

the- hriportance of the procedure of. consultation in words which .point the way beyond

~onsill.ta.tion limited to the legal community only: .

Utl is a lengthy and time-consuming business. Though it imposes delay, it is the

key to qUality and acceptability. Consultation, wide enough to embrace all

interests and deep enough to expose all the prob~ems, may take a long time: but

it can and usually does mean a ~wift passage through Parliament of a

non-controversial Bill to give effect to a law reform proposal. At the very

least, it will ensure that controversy is limited to genuine issues upon which a

l?olicy decision has to be taken,.35

In these comments are reflected the problems of taking law reform beyond the legal

expert and indeed beyond the expert to the community as a whole.
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CASTING A WIDER NET

Interdisciplinary consultations•. Oliver Wendell Holmes suggeste.d that the

constructive lawyer .of the future would be the 'man of statistics and the master of

economicsl
•
36 The fir~t procedure to fulfil this prognosticaticm in the area of

institut"ional law reform has been the special effort made by the A~stralian Law Reform

Commission to secure in all of its tasks a number of consultans from disciplines outside

the law, relevant to the task in hand. Because all, sav.e one, of the Commissioners of the

Australian Law Reform Commission nre lawyers, and. because many of the projects

referred to the Commission for report involve non-legal expertise, an effort is made at

the outset of every project to secure as consultants persons, lawyers and non-lawyers, who

will have relevant expertise to offer as the project develops. In choosing consultants, the

Commission has looked to a number of criteria. The fir~t considerapon is the possession qf

special felated knowledge and information. Another is the desirability of securing

consultants from different Pa.:tsof the country. The Commission has also. sought to

balance competing attitudes and interests. Thus, in the project on introduction of class

actions in Australia, the President of the Australian Consumers Association sits down with

representatives of business and industry. In t~e project on improvement of debt recovery

laws, the Executive Director -of the Australian Finance Conference takes part, with

persons experienced in helping and counselling poor debtors. In the project on the laws

governing human tissue j.ransplantation, medical experts of differing surgical disciplines

were joined by a prof~ssor of philosophy, a Catholic theologian and the Dean of a

Protestant College of Divinity. In the reform of police procedures, legal academics and

civil liberties spokesmen debate with senior police officers and other Crown

representatives. For the reform of defamation laws, no fewer than 30 consultants were

appointed, including journalists in the printed media, radio and television, newspaper

. editors and managers, legal academics, experien~ed barristers, lecturers in journalism and

an Anglican divine.

The end result of these procedures is a remarkable collection of

interdisciplinary expertise which has greatly enriched the thinking of the law

commissioners. Consultants attend meetings with commissioners, review in-house
publications and generally add their knowledge and perspectives to the development of

law reform proposals. They are in the nature of a chorus, cajoling, reminding, insisting and

usually, finally, harmonising in the development of reform proposals. On some points,

consensus cannot be achieved. Reports of the Commi!?sion make it plain that the

responsibility for recommendations is that of the commissioners only. However, there is

no doubt' that -this interdisciplinary team has profoundly affected the reports of the

Australian Law Reform Commission. The bias of lawyers, their perceptions of law reform

proposals and what. Stone calls 'what lawyers think' are the
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.~:~ptobleI1l;~9f law reform - are exposed to a constant process of interdisciplinary exchange.

:~~:e rieedS 'for such exchange are readily apparent in many of the tasks given to the

,,-i::Kbs:fr~i~ Law Reform Commission. A large proportion of these, chosen by responsive

'-[jS~~lit{eians37' have been addressed to controversial social questions upon which lawyers,

:':}~la{tJy, do not have a special claim to expertise. Reform of child welfare laws, for

/:~:::~k;~~le, requires the participation of medical practitioners, psychiatrists, .police and

. :6'th~~- e~~rtise.38 Development of a law on privacy requir~s, nowadays, the close

~~t{CiP~ti~n of computer and communications experts.39 The issue of whether

;Abot"lgiil& customary laws should be recognised in Australia requires antl)ropological and

, PhiloS~Phi~C.al expertise as much as it does legal.40

The layman's discussion paper. The second development aimed to secure the

ii~volvement of non-lawyers in the process of law reform in Australia has been the

development of the brief discussion paper. Brevity is a discipline that does not always

corne:. ~asiiy to lawyers, includ!ng law reformers. The traditional working paper was often

too long; too complex and too boring to secure the very aim in target, namely w.idespread

consUrt~t10n. For this reason, the Australian Law Reform Commission, and lately some of

th~:Stat'e commissions in Australia, have produced, in addition to detailed papers~ short

discussion papers and pamphlet summaries of interim proposals. These state briefly the

policy issues being posed for professional and public comment. By arrangements with law

publish~rs, the Australian Law Reform Commission's discussion papers are now distributed

with "the Australian Law Journal and other periodicals, thereby reaching most of the'

lawyers of Australia. The result has not always been the desired flood of professional

c'omfflent and experience. However, there has been some response from lawyers in all

parts of the country, in a way that would simply not occur in response to a detailed

working paper of limited distribution.

Discussion papers of the Australian Law Reform Commission are now widely

distributed to other interested groups outside the law. Copies of summary pamphlets are

reprinted in or distributed with professional journals in disciplines related. to the issues

under consideration. In the case of the discussion paper on Aboriginal customary laws, a

new procedure has been adopted, involving the distribution 9f cassette tapes, summarisiIlg

in simple lariguage the problems and proposals. Translations into principal Aboriginal

languages have been concluded. These cassettes are now being circulated for use in the

far-flung Aboriginal communities of Australia. They will permit and indeed promote

di~cussion and resl?onse in a way that no printed pamphlet c?uld ever do.
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Public hearings. The third innovation to escape the dangerous concentration on

what 'lawyers think worry' citizens, has been the public hearing. Before Bny report of the

Australian Law, Ref~rm Commission is written, pUblic hearings are held in all capital

. cities of the country. Lately they are also being held in provincial centres. In connection

with the inquiry into Abor-iginal customary laws, they will be held in outback towns and

Aboriginal communities. Public hearings have not been held in England.41 A fear has

been expressed that they might descend into 'many irrelevant time-wasting

suggestions,•42 This fear reflects the lawyer's assurance that he can always ,accurately

jUdge what is relevant. Although it is true that in the publjc hearings of the Australian

Law Reform Commission, time is occasionally lost by reason of irrelevant SUbmissions,

the overwhelming majority of participants in public hearings have proved helpful,

thoughtful and constructive. In addition to pUblic advertisement, specific" letters of

invitation are now sent to all those who have made submissions during the course of th~

inquiry up to the date of the hearing. Although hearings had a shaky start, for Australians

are not accustomed to such participation in law making, they are now increasingly

successful, if success is jUdged by numbers attending and the utility in the provision of

information and opinion. Many of the hearings proceed .late into the night. Evidence and

submissions are taken by the commissioners, usually required by an inexorable airline

timetable, to join an early morning flight to another centre. In recent pUblic hearings

conducted into Aboriginal customary laws, literally hundreds of Aboriginals converged on

rem ote hearing centres in order to listen and to participate: presenting very great "logistic

problems for an institutional body of small resources.

The notion of conducting public hearings was suggested many years ago by

Professor Geoffrey Sawer of the Australian National University. He drew attention to the

legislative committees of the United States of America and the utility in gathering

information and opinion, involving the community, as well as the expert, in the process of

legislative change.43 The hearings have several uses." They bring forward the lobby

groups and those with special interests, including the legal profession itself. They require

an open presentation and justification of arguments about the future of the law under

stUdy. They encourage ordinary citizens to come forward and to 'personalise' the problems

which hitherto may have been seen in abstract only. In a number of inquiries of the

Australian _Law Reform Commission, notably those on human tissue transplants44 and

compulsory land acquisition45, the personal case histories he~p the Commission to.

identify the lacunae or injustices in the law needing correction. Quite frequently,

problems are called to atte~tion which have simply not been considered. Defects in'

tentative proposals 'come to notice _and can then be attended to. The medi~ attention

which typically accompan"ies the series of public ~earings and the companion industry of

professional seminars, has itself a utility which cannot be under-estimated.
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~;itraises -community eXl?ectations of reform action. It' placates those community groups

{Which:-rightly.insist on having their say. It ensures that when politicans receive the report

';,:_pr"9"p'dsingJaw. reform, it has been put through a filter of argumentation in the community

>~to -',vhich'- they are electorally responsible. There is also a point of principle. Both in

"~-".-proVi.riceand in Social Dimensions, s.tone cautioned about the danger of 'one side lobbying'

. ,- iTi the: absence of adequate social inquiries prior to legislation.46 The public hearings of

_:the ~ustrBlian·Law Reform Commission, as they have developed, provide a fOfum for the

art{cuiate.'business interest and the well briefed government administrator. But they also

~rijvide:"-the opportunity for the poor,- the deprived, the under-privileged and the

dis'aIfected,' or their representatives to come forward and, in informal_circumstances, to

offer .-their perception of the law in operation _and their notion of relevant injustice and

unfairneSs.-In point of principle,' it is irrif?ortant that ordinary ~itizens should be

encouraged to have their say in the review of important ~aws which affect -them. There is

an increasing awareness ~h8.t the theore~ical 'say' through the ballot box is, not. atways

adequate.-New machinery is needed which at the one time acknowledges realistically the

fmpoSsibility- of hearing everybody's opinion, but encourages those who wish to voice their

grie,vances and to share their knowledge to corne forward 'and to do so in n setting which is

noLover-:rormal or intimidating.

Use of the public media. A fourth relevant innovation of the Australian Law

Reform Commission has"been the use of the pUblic media: the newspapers, radio stations

and teIe-vis.ion, to raise awareness of law reform issues in a far greater community than

would 'ever be achieved by the cold print of legal pUblications. The public media have

attendant dangers. They tend to sensationalise, to personalise and trivialise information.

A five-minute television interview, or even a half hour 'talk back' radio programme,

scarcely' provides the perfect forum for -identifying the problems which law reformers are

tackling. ·For· all this, a serious attempt to· involve society in the process of law

impi'ovement must involve a utilisation of the modern mass media of communication. In

Australia, the technique of discussing law' reform projects in the media is now a

commonplace, both at a federal and state level. The Prime Minister of Australia47 has

described the process in terms of approbation as 'participatory law reform'. The

Governor-General of Australia has referred to the important mix of 'great intellectual

capac~ty with a flair for pUblicising the issues of law reform' and attracting 'public

interest to a degree unparallelled,.48
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The need to face up to the reality that a good idea needs more than to be put

forward to be acted upon and to reject the 'intellectual snobbery' of the retreat to lawyers

only or to experts only was recently stressed in Britain by Professor Michael Zander.49

But y~ars before, it was underlined by Stone in his warning that lawyers were not always

the best people to identify the problems of la.w reform, particularly the social deficiencies

of the law·which are of general community conce~n.50

Surveys, polls and questionnaires. A fifth innovation of law reform technique is

specifically relevant to Stonels call for the involvement of non-legal expertise in the

business· of law refa:rrn.~l This is the utilisation of surveys and questionnaires in the

de~elopment of law reform proposals. The idea of using surveys for the purposes of law

reform consultation is not new. Calls for the greater use of surveys in England52 and

elsewhere 'tended to fall on deaf ears. By and large, lawyers. have a well developed

aversion to the social 'sciences generally and empirical research and statistics in

particular.53 The English- Law~ CommIssion resorted to a social survey in developing its

proposals on matrimonial property. They are expensive and take a lot of time. But they

represent a 'practical endeavour to 'harness the social sciences to law refermt•54 A

recent rel?ort by the Joint Select Committee on the Family Law Act in Australia urged a

review of the law relating to matrimonial property by the Australian Law Reform

Commission.55 Significan.tly, it proposed, as a prerequisite, the conduct of a social

survey to gauge commwrl"ty opinion.56

Already, the work of Australian law refor.m bodies has involved the use of

surveys of opinion, the assistance of social science techniques and the utilisation of the

analysis only possible because of the deveiopment of computers. For example, in a project

on the reform of debt recovery la~s, the Australian Law Reform Commissio~ is

collaborating with colleagues in the states. Specifically, with the assistance of the -New

South Wales Law Refo~m Commissio~, it is scrutinising, with the aid of computers,

returns on a survey conducted concerning all debt recovery process in New South Wales

Courts over a period of a year~ Both the Australian and New South Wales Commissions

came to the conclusion that sound law reform in this area could only be proposed upon a

thorough appreciation of the actual operation of current laws. 'This required a detailed

stUdy of the way in which the debt recovery process was currently operating. That study i~

now drawing to its conclusion and will form the basis of the reform reports. The 'Scottish

Law Commission, in its work on a related topic, also conducted a survey of ,a similar

kind.57
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.~,In the Australian Law Reform Commission's project on the reform of child

If~~-li;:V:;~, a survey was administered to police in respect' of all matters involving

;~~hil.dfJA,-~ci young persons over a given period. The aim was to isolate the considerations

;:~*hicl{':::l~a.d:to some children being charged and others being cautioned or warned.

::t;~xarril~~tion '.of court files over a period of a year and questionnaires administered to

\thildf~rij'n-institutions and those coming before the courts sought Qut the perceptions o(

-';'";,the :ChUd '~lI'~lfare process as'seen by the 'consumers'. Such persons are unlikely to attend

~:::~bblib~.'h¢~l'iilgSor seminars, whatever efforts may be made to make them informal and

_:cong~Itl'al:_;.Yet their perceptions may be vitaIiy important for identifying elements of

injusti'Je' Md for pointing the way to reforms which will actually address the problems of

",:'the h~~, _on the ground', as distinct from verbal speculation about the' 'law in the

bOo~1:~8~~Statfstics and social surveys can provide a means by which inarticulate and

disadt~ritagedgroups'can speak to law makers. .

The gathering of facts by surveys is not now very controversial. Holmes'

prediction has come about: the constructive lawyer is already the 'man of statistics'. More

'cbI1tr6:~~r:sial is the collection of opi~ion by procedures of surveys. The extent of the

controverSy was discovered by the Australian L~w Reform Commission when it conducted

i~Uh:tqtie national survey of Australian judges and m~strates involved in the sentencing
.'-" . .-

of federal' offenders. The details'of ,the survey, its purposes, methodology and findings are

to b~ ~foli:rid in the Com.mission's interim report of that title.59 The survey was voluntary

imd ·ano'nymous. Its completion would have taken, on average, about an hour and a half of

the time of extremely busy and supposedly conservative professionals~ Notwithstanding

scep1:tcism about the value of surveys gef!.erally and the' usefulness of the sentencing

survey in partiCular, it is reassuring, 'and perhaps a sign of the times, that the ~esponse

rate '\~aS equivalent to 74% 'of the judicial officers sampled. In a vigorous defence of

basing law reform on empiriCal findings, the Qfficers Who conduct~d it pointed .out, in

language reminiscent of Pound and Stone, that legal resear~h in. Australia, in the tradition

of English jurisprudence, had until now been 'predominantly {;lositivist and analytical

rather than purposive or sociological,.60 Resistance to an analysis of sentencing by the

. techniques (and partly in the language) of sociology, was evident in some quarters,

es·pecially in the judiciary in Victoria. 'The participation of the latter was mLlch lower than

th.enational average.61 Reporting on this, the commentators on the survey responded in

terms.which, One suspects, would have quickened Pound's heart:
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'The original aim of establishing Law Reform Commissions included the

provision of a bridge between the judiciary and other arms of governme!1t by

which the Judges could, without compromising their independence,_bring to t,he

attention of other law makers the defects in ~he laws they administered. From

the point of view of the Austr.alian Law Reform COmmission, this approach to

the judicia,'y was ent~rely orthodox. With regard to the criticism that the survey

deals with matters of sociology ... the indivi9ual sentencer plays a crucial role

in the sentencing process. Sentencing is not simply the applica~ion of. abstract

rules and principles to specific situations. It is an inherently dyn~mic and

essentially personal process. If this observation is a mere 'matter of sociology',

then it would appear to be shared by other lawyers, ~efendants and by a number

of jUdici~ officers as well. The process of sentencing is not exclusively one of

syllogistic legal reasoning. That is why some of ~he questions raise issues which

have fairly been described as sociological and others seek to identify relevant

personal values of jud!cial officers,.62

In addition to .the survey of the judiciary, the Law Reform: Commission

conducted surveys of federal prosecutors63, and prisoners64 and pUblic opinion. As

well, with the assistance of newspapers and ot.hers engaged in public opinion sampling, the

Commission has been able to include que_stions relating to pUblic perceptions in national

surveys of pUblic opinion. In every case, the questions are designed by properly qUalified

specialists in pUblic opinion sampling. So far, it_has been possible to submit the questions,

on issues such as. criminal punishment and privacy, without cost to the Commission.

Although we are a long YJay from surrendering reco~m.endations and action 00 law reform

to the vag8!i~ of :transient opinion polls, suggestions for reform, particularly in a volatile

political climate, are better made ag~inst a clear understanding of public oQinion, as

scientifically shown by the procedures now -available for its discovery. This is yet another

procedure foreshadowed b; Sto~e.65 .

Consulting special groups. There are other initiatives which could be described

to demonstrate the way in which institutional law reform today is seeking out a thorough

understanding of legal problem.s as perceived by- consumers and participants, as well as by
lawyers. For example, in the project on child welfare laws, care has been taken to conduct

informal discussion at schools and at children's shelters, with the young people of the

relevant jurisdiction. The discussions are conducted in an unstructured way and at public,

private and church schools, schools in richer and poorer sUbl}-rbs and schools run according

to unorthodox as well as orthodox teaching traditions. The results may not be particularly

scientific. But it provides a corrective to an adults-only perception of children's
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v61Jefuent with the law. Likewise, a large minority in Australian society, migrants, non

~?6.ii-;~1p~~king residents, are consulted in every project. Through ethnic newspal?ers,
-,':'-1;> . ,.. -,-.' ,ta"io::ant'r television, and t~rough representatives and institutional spokesmen, efforts are

-Jitae to:secure the special perceptions they have of the operation of a legal order which

'"':so 'iil&ri'y of its institutions, rules and procedures, is profoundly di.fferent from those of

~'heir '~1)l.itit;ies of origin. To heed Holmes' warning that the constructive lawyer should be

:··~~~.fma1't~:f''-ofeconomics' care is being taken ina number of projects to weigh and express

:c,-.th~~c6fu~etihg costs and benefits of a. partictilar reform. In tne past this equation has been

;:~:":~~eXPf'~S§~fid' '~d ill-defined. In the future we are sure to see more of it in judicial

'.'r'kfOi'm~6;"--in· 'administrative reform 67 and in the work of permanent law reform

; b'o'c:!ies:'"'Ih' the inquiry into class actions, for example, the Australian Law 'Reform

Commi§sloR -has' initiated discussions with the Centre for Policy Studies at Monash

University, specifically to identify the criteria which- should be weighed in judging

whether a class action procedure could be warranted in Australia on orthodox cost/benefit

RQ.lilys'it ,C"onsideration of the costs of alternatives was a major factor identified to juStify

the :CoininisSion's recent proposals concerning the regulation of insurance intermediaries

in Austr-Blia.,68 #

CONCl1USlONS

'This essay is "~ase study on the application to legal institutions of the writings

or-two 'great law teachers 'of this century: one of whom, Julius Stone, has an important

link with:' New Zealand. Although, so far, permanent, full-time law reforming machinery

has not":-t;een established in Ne~ Zealand,' the setting up of such bodies in so many

jurisdictions of the English-speaking world reflects·a comm~n theme. This is the

importance of consultation to procure information and opinion concerning the direction

for the improvement of the law and the administration of justi~e in a time when society is

chanEiirig rapidly.

To the consultative working paper of the English Law Commission, the weekend

.university seminar, scholarly articles and lectures and dialogue within the legal

profeSsIon, the Australian Law Reform Commission and now' other law reform agencies in

Australia,have added a number of new procedures of consultation which follow logically

from the rationale of consultation. These new methods include the appointm"ent of a team

of interdisciplinary consultants, the widespread, free distribution of discussion papers and

pamphlets "outlining in a brief, and interesting way pr.oposals for reform, the conduct of

pUblic hearings and special group s"eminars in an parts of the country, and the use of the

printed" and electronic media to bring law ~reform 'into the living rooms of the nation'.

More recently experiments have been conducted with new procedures of
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consultation, including surveys, questionnaires and public opinion polls. Special efforts are

now being'made to reach out to particular groups which.may be affected by proposals ~or

reform, including young persons, Aborigines, prisoners and ethnic or linguistic minorities"

If there is a justification for the establishment of independent law refor~

commissions to help reconcile the law and justice, it -lies principally in the capa<:ity of

such bodies to do a better job than other agencies because they can consult more widely

and involve the relevant, interested audience in the business of improving the law.

Because they are independent of government, they will not embarr,ass pol~ticalleaders by

t~e appearance of either commitment or indecision on their part. But they will ensure

that controversial, difficult issues 'are properly discussed in the community before

reformed laws are proposed. The last ¥?'ord remains with the elected representatives in the

Executive'Government and in the Parliament.

The exhaustive effor!s to take law reform proposals beyond the lawyers and

beyond the experts ~o the community at large can be readily justified. ,They permit 'the

gathering of factual information, particUlarly expert information. They~ secure a

statement of relevan~ experiences, notably experiences which illustrate and iridividualise

the "defects of the law. They procure a practi~al bias in law reform proposals, because

they must be submitted to the scrutiny of those who can say how much the reforms will

cost and Whether or not ,y-tey will work. They gather commentary-on tentative ideas which

allow the Commissione~to confirm, modify or abandon their tentative views, if shown to

be wrong. They aid in' the clearer public articulation of issues and arguments for and

against reform. Furthermore, the whole process raises the puqlic debate about reform_ of

the law. It ensures that antagonists get to lmow each other and, usually, to come to an

understanding and respect for each other's views.59 They raise community expectations

of reform of the law both in specific improve:ments to the legal system and routine,

ongoing consideration of law reform generally. Expect~tions of the latter may well

promote the devotion ~f more resources for legal renewal than has been the case in the

past ei thef in Australia or New Zealand.

But quite beyond these practical advantages, there are certain long-run effects

which the procedures of consultation may have advantageous to the law and to· its

practitioners. In a sense the" greater willingness to contemplate fuller pUblic debate. about

social policy behind the law mirrors the advance in ope~ness of go.vernment, lawm~king

and pUblic administration occurriQg in most Western socie.ties, including Australia70 and

New Zealand.71 This, in turn, is a reflection of populations with higher standards of

general education and better facilities of knowledge and information. Procedures for a
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This essay is a shortened and modified versi!,n of a chapter, 'Law Reform as

"Ministering to- Justicelll , to be pUblished in A.R. Blackshie1d (ed), Volume to

Honour Professor Julius Stone, UNSW Press, 1981, forthcoming.

FOOTNOTES

J. Stone, 'The Province and Function of Law', Sydney, 1946 (he-reafter 'Province').

id.737.

Reprinted, 55 Iowa Law Rev, 1249 (1980). See [I98I] Reform 13. For Julius Stone

critique see J. Stone, 'From Principles to Principles', (1981) 90 ??? LQR, April

1981, forthcoming.

2.

I.

*

3.

_ Beyond the arguments of utility, both for th~ law reforming"agency end for

-soci~~~;y':.as'.,8 whole, there is the point of principle to. which Pound adqressed. our attention

70 y;.~.~-ago, and to which Julius Stone reverted many times. The obligation to reconcile

_the"J~l,'{' :with modern perceptions of justice cannot be attempted 'b,Y a'. 'mere ~mchair

anE4~~~a11egal stUdy. of existing altermitive' rul.es,72, political hunches or playing with'

legislative words. Whilst law reform remains the ~oncern o~ lawyers only, 'it will

inevitably tend to be confined to narrow· tasks; non-controversiBl and technical, which do

.not· represent. the areas of urgen~y which would be identified by ordinary citizens.73 But

when we go beyond the safe baclcwaters of so-called 'lawyers' law',. it is essential to

acknowledge the sociolOgy, statistics and economics of the law,to broaden the base of oUr

research and to cast more'widely the net of expert and community consultation•.

._M-'OI"~-''open public consultation about the policy of the law ,permits a more public

-'';~t~t~ment and examination of competing vested interests. They tend to 'flush outt the

~'~p~peting'l()bbiesand to bring into the open the social values which the law is seeking to

::}defend and protect.

Taking law reform prol?osals to the community at large may also have indirect

:;.:·')i~ffects which are beneficial The social edUcation which is involved in explairnng the

' .... defects of the law may help to generate a perception of the injustices which will

otherw,iste be shrugged off, overlooked or not even per(!eived. A discussion, over a number

~-6f -~~~;~"in a thoroughly public way', of alleged unfairness in this or th'at law or practice,

CiendsJin a liberal society to promote general acceptance of the need to remove a~ proved

_injustice rep'eatedly and· publicly called to attention.
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